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Abstract Ab initio calculations have been carried out to
study the substitution effect on the π pnicogen bond in
ZH2P-C2HM (Z0H, H3C, NC, F; M0H, CH3, Li) dimer,
cooperative effect of the π pnicogen bond and hydrogen bond
in XH-FH2Y-C2H4 (X0HO, NC, F; Y0P and As) trimer, and
solvent effect on the π pnicogen bond in FH2P-C2H2, FH2P-
C2H4, FH2As-C2H2, and FH2As-C2H4 dimers. The interaction
energy of π pnicogen bond increases in magnitude from -
1.51 kcal mol−1 in H3P-C2H2 dimer to -7.53 kcal mol−1 in
FH2P-C2HLi dimer at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The π
pnicogen bond is enhanced by 12–30 % due to the presence
of hydrogen bond in the trimer. The π pnicogen bond is also
enhanced in solvents. The natural bond orbital analysis and
symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) were used to
unveil the source of substitution, cooperative, and solvent
effects.

Keywords Cooperative effect . Enhancement . π pnicogen
bond . Solvent effect . Substituents

Introduction

Intermolecular interaction plays a great role in molecular
recognition, crystal engineering, and chemical reactions
[1–3]. These roles are dependent to a great extent on its
strength. The latter is related not only to the nature of atoms
or groups participating directly in the intermolecular inter-
actions but also with other factors such as substitution,
cooperativity, and solvent effects. Due to the greater acidity,
the proton of OH group in phenol forms a stronger hydrogen
bond than that in water [4]. Because of the lower electro-
negativity of N, NH3 is a stronger Lewis base than H2O in
hydrogen, lithium, and halogen bonds [5–7]. Ethylene is
easier to provide electrons than acetylene [8] because the
electrons in the sp2 C atom are more far from the atomic
nucleus and the constraint on them is smaller.

The substituted groups adjoined with the atoms or groups
participating directly in the intermolecular interactions have a
regulating effect on the strength of intermolecular interactions
[9–11]. The electron-withdrawing groups in the Lewis acids
play an enhancing role, while those in the Lewis bases have a
weakening effect. The effect of electron-donating groups is
reverse to that of electron-withdrawing ones. The methyl
group is an interesting group and DNA methylation is an
important phenomenon in biological systems [12]. Its roles
in different types of intermolecular interactions have been
studied systematically [13–15]. For example, in hydrogen-
bonded complex of dimethylsulfoxide-methanol, the methyl
group in dimethylsulfoxide is electron-donating and that in
methanol is electron-withdrawing, both making a positive
contribution to the formation of OH···O hydrogen bond [13].

The cooperativity is one of the most important properties
of molecular interactions in biological systems [16] and
molecular self-assembly [17]. Often binding of one mole-
cule can enhance or reduce its affinity to bind subsequent
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molecules. Such effects are in general referred to as “cooper-
ativity”. Because of its biological and chemical importance,
cooperative effect has for a long time been attracting attention.
A review for the cooperativity of intermolecular interactions
has been presented by Alkorta et al. [18]. Many studies have
been performed for cooperative effects in systems where two
or more non-covalent interactions coexist [19–23]. The coop-
erativity in hydrogen bonding or σ-hole interactions is mainly
induced by the polarization effect of the positive region by the
negative site with which it is interacting [24, 25].

Solvent also has a prominent effect on the strength of
intermolecular interactions. Its effect is different for differ-
ent systems. The interactions in systems including ions and
some stronger interactions may be weakened with the in-
crease of solvent polarity [26–28]. An enhancing effect
could occur for some weaker interactions [29]. The solvent
effect can be studied by employing continuum models as
well as molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques.

It has been demonstrated that some group V molecules
R3X can interact with nucleophiles through the regions of
positive electrostatic potentials found on their outer surfaces
along the extensions of the R-X bonds [30]. Such interactions
fall under the umbrella of σ-hole interactions, which are
formed between the regions of positive electrostatic potentials
found on covalently-bonded group IV-VII atoms and negative
sites [31]. The tunability has been studied for σ-holes found
on covalently-bonded group IV-VII atoms [32]. This is par-
ticularly notable for atoms which have more than one σ-hole
[33]; how positive a σ-hole is can be altered by changing the
substituent whose formation causes the σ-hole [34].

Recently, pnicogen bonding has been recognized as a
new type of intermolecular interaction, which occurs be-
tween the pnicogen atom and the Lewis base site in another
molecule. This interaction was proposed in a series of P···P
complexes by Hey-Hawkins et al. [35]. They also studied a
P···N interaction in an aminoalkyl- ferrocenyldichlorophos-
phane [36]. Other authors also focused their attention on this
interaction [37–43]. This interaction has some similar prop-
erties with hydrogen and halogen bonds, but it shows some
peculiar characteristics. Unlike halogen bonds, there is no
requirement of a σ-hole of positive electrostatic potential on
the P atom, nor is it necessary for the two interacting atoms
to be of differing potential [38]. It should be noted that the
electrostatic effects play an important role for the pnicogen
bonding donor FH2P studied in the present paper. In contrast
to hydrogen bonds, the pertinent hydrogen is oriented away
from, instead of toward, the N in H3P-NH3 dimer, and the N
lone pair overlaps with the lobe of the P–H anti-bonding
orbital [38]. In these studies of pnicogen bonds, the lone pair
electrons in the Lewis bases bind with the pnicogen atoms.
Given the ability of π electrons to form a hydrogen bond,
they also form a π pnicogen bond with ethylene, acetylene,
and benzene [41].

In this paper, we will study a series of π pnicogen bonded
complexes involving ethylene and acetylene. FH2P was
selected as the pnicogen bonding donor because of its stron-
ger binding with lone pair electrons [39]. For comparison
with FH2P, the FH2As counterpart was also studied consid-
ering that FH2As shows a positive region of electrostatic
potential on the extension of the F-As bond [44]. Our aims
are (1) to determine the structures, binding energies, and
bonding characteristics of these complexes, (2) to examine
the effect of substituents on the π pnicogen bonds, (3) to
character the cooperative effect between the π pnicogen and
hydrogen bonds, and (4) to study the solvent effect on π
pnicogen bonds. We also performed an analysis for these
complexes with natural bond orbital (NBO) and symmetry-
adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) methods.

Theoretical methods

All complexes and the respective monomers have been opti-
mized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Frequency calculations
at the same level were carried out to confirm that the optimized
structures are local minima on their potential surfaces. The
frozen core (FC) approximation was applied in all calculations.
All calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 program
[45]. The interaction energy was calculated as a difference by
subtracting the energy sum of the monomers from the total
energy of the complex. The basis set superposition error
(BSSE) was calculated with the counterpoise method of Boys
and Bernardi [46] to correct the interaction energy. A single-
point calculation was also performed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ level on the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ geometry.

The FH2P-C2H2, FH2As-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, and FH2As-
C2H4 complexes were optimized with a polarized continu-
um model (PCM) [47] at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Nat-
ural bond orbital (NBO) analysis [48] was performed via the
procedures within Gaussian 09. The interaction energy was
decomposed with the symmetry adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT) method using the SAPT2002 program [49]. The
electrostatic potentials at the 0.001 electrons Bohr−3 isoden-
sity surfaces were calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level
with WFA surface analysis suite [50].

Results and discussion

Substitution effect

It has been evidenced that the π systems of the various
unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules (C2H2, C2H4, and
C6H6) can serve as electron donors in π pnicogen bonds
[41] and the strength of P···N pnicogen bond is affected
greatly by substituents [39]. Thus we want to know if a
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similar substitution effect is also present for π pnicogen
bonds. Figure 1 shows the optimized structures of ZH2P-
C2HM (Z0H, H3C, NC, F; M0H, CH3, Li) dimers. The
structures are all rather similar, with the P-Z bond swung
around away from the source of electrons. Their formation
can be understood with electrostatic potentials of FH2P and
FH2As shown in Fig. 2. It is found that the positive σ-holes
on the extensions of the F-P and F-As bonds are more
positive than those on the extensions of the H-P and H-As
bonds. Some of the most important properties of these
complexes are summarized in Table 1. The P atom is almost
perpendicular to the C atom of the triple bonded HC≡CH in
NCH2P-C2H2 complex. It is turned to the C-H bond in H3P-
C2H2 and (H3C)H2P-C2H2 complexes and deflects to the
C≡C bond in other complexes. The two free H atoms in
ZH2P are located at the same side with the triple bond. The
P-Z covalent bond is in a line with the C atom in FH2P-
C2HLi complex and is turned away from the P···C axis by
166.8–177.6 °.

The counterpoise-corrected interaction energies span the
range of −1.51 kcal mol−1 for H3P-C2H2 complex up to

−7.53 kcal mol−1 for FH2P-C2HLi complex. They are ar-
ranged from up to down in order of increasingly negative in
Table 1. It shows that the methyl group in the P subunit
slightly strengthens the interaction with respect to an H
atom, while the F substituent in the P subunit greatly enhan-
ces it. It is also expected that the enhancing effect of the
nitro group is greater than that from the F atom in the π
pnicogen bond like in the P···N pnicogen bonds [39]. The
methyl group in the electron donor also strengthens the π
pnicogen bond and its enhancing effect is better than that in
the P subunit. The methyl effect here is similar to that in
OH··· O hydrogen bond between dimethyl ether and meth-
anol [51]. Surprisingly, the interaction energy amounts to
−7.53 kcal mol−1 due to the Li substitution in the electron
donor. It is about double as much as that in FH2P-C2H2

complex. The prominent effect of alkali metal was also
observed in halogen bonds [52]. The π pnicogen bond is
stronger in the As complex than in the P analog due to the
larger positive electrostatic potential on the As surface
shown in Table 2. Ethylene forms a stronger π pnicogen
bond than acetylene as expected.

Zero-point vibrational energies (ZPE) are added to the
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ values in the parentheses of Table 1.
They result in a general reduction in the interaction energy
by an amount of 0.91–1.92 kcal mol−1. It is shown that ZPE
has a prominent effect on the stability of the complexes. The
H3P-C2H2 complex has a positive energy. Even so, the
stability of the complexes has an unchanged trend from
one substituent to the next.

To ensure that the MP2 interaction energies are reliable,
computations were also performedwith the CCSD(T)method.

Fig. 1 The optimized structures of ZH2P-C2HM (Z0H, H3C, NC, F;
M0H, CH3, Li), FH2As-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, and FH2As-C2H4 dimers

Fig. 2 Electrostatic potentials
on the molecular surfaces
of FH2P and FH2As molecules
color ranges, in eV, are: red,
greater than 004; yellow,
between 004 and 002; green,
between 002 and -001; blue,
less than -001
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TheΔECCSD(T) value was obtained with a single-point calcu-
lation at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level on theMP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ geometry. As expected, the MP2 method overestimates
the interaction energy relative to the CCSD(T) one. The
reduced percentage in the interaction energy is in a range of
15–25 % and becomes smaller for the stronger interaction.

The binding distance R in Table 1 is the distance between
the P atom in ZH2P and the C atom in C2HM as shown in
Fig. 1. It is decreased from 3.424 Å in H3P-C2H2 complex to
2.835 Å in FH2P-C2HLi complex. This is consistent with the
interaction energy. Upon complexation, the P-Z bond is elon-
gated and the respective stretch exhibits a red shift in most
complexes. NBO analysis shows that there is an orbital inter-
action between the C≡C bonding orbital and the anti-bonding
P-Z orbital. The charge is transferred from the former to the
latter. This accumulation of density in the antibonding orbital
is responsible for the weakening of the P-Z bond.

As seen from Table 3, the NPA charge on Z is negative,
while that on M is positive. The complexation leads to an
increase for both the former and the latter. This means that Z
is electron-withdrawing but M is electron-donating. The
ΔqCH3 in the pnicogen donor is larger in magnitude than
the ΔqCH3 in the pnicogen acceptor. This is not consistent

with the size of their contribution in the formation of pnic-
ogen bond.

For understanding the source of stability, we performed
energy decomposition for these complexes. The SAPT com-
ponents are presented in Table 4. The various terms follow the
same trend as the total interaction energy except in (H3C)H2P-
C2H2 complex. In this complex, the electrostatic contribution
is a little smaller than the dispersion one, while in other
complexes, the former is larger than the latter. The induction
contribution is very small for Z0H, H3C, and NC and
becomes larger for Z0F. In all complexes, it is smaller than
the electrostatic and dispersion terms. The methyl substituent
in the electron donor leads to an increase in magnitude for all
terms, while the reverse result is observed for the methyl
substitution in the electron acceptor. The former brings out a
more prominent effect on each term than the latter. The Li
substituent in the electron donor causes a big increase for each
term and its increased percentage climbs in magnitude from

Table 1 Interaction energies (ΔECP, kcal mol-1) corrected for BSSE,
binding distance (R, Å), change of P-Z and As-F bond lengths (Δr, Å),
bond angles (α and β, degree), and shift of P-Z and As-F stretch

vibrations (Δv, cm−1) in the ZH2P-C2HM (Z0H, H3C, NC, F; M0H,
CH3, Li), FH2As-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, and FH2As-C2H4 dimers

ΔEMP2
CP ΔECCSD(T)

CP R Δr α β Δv

HH2P-C2H2 −151(022) −113 3424 0002 1668 989 −18

(H3C)H2P-C2H2 −157(−010) −120 3394 −0000 1704 1049 2

(NC)H2P-C2H2 −267(−105) −209 3264 0005 1709 880 −9

FH2P-C2H2 −362(−170) −286 3017 0007 1776 859 −19

FH2P-C2HCH3 −453(−362) −359 2962 0010 1750 849 −30

FH2P-C2H2Li −753(−636) −643 2835 0028 1798 831 −75

FH2As-C2H2 −403(−213) −313 3013 0011 1764 837 −22

FH2P-C2H4 −407(−280) −305 2915 0009 1793 856 −30

FH2As-C2H4 −460(−341) −337 2907 0015 1781 850 −31

Note: The interaction energies in parentheses are also corrected with zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE). The ΔECCSD(T) was obtained with a
single-point calculation at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level on the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ geometry

Table 2 The most pos-
itive electrostatic poten-
tials (Vmax, kcal mol−1)
on the Y atom in FH2Y
(Y0P and As) monomer
and its dimer XH-FH2Y
(X0HO, NC, and F)
calculated at the MP2/
aug-cc-pVTZ level

Vs,max

FH2P 4321

FH2As 4987

FH-FH2P 5370

FH-FH2As 6093

HOH-FH2P 4378

HOH-FH2As 5157

NCH-FH2P 5383

NCH-FH2As 6011

Table 3 Stabilization energy (E2, kcal mol−1) due to the
σ(C≡C)→σ*(Z-P(As)) orbital interaction and charge (q, e) on the Z and
M in the ZH2P-C2HM (Z0H, H3C, NC, F; M0H, CH3, Li), FH2As-
C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, and FH2As-C2H4 dimers and its change (Δq, e)
relative to the monomer

E2 qZ ΔqZ qM ΔqM

HH2P-C2H2 080 −0058 −0006 0226 0001

(H3C)H2P-C2H2 080 −0256 −0005 0225 0000

(NC)H2P-C2H2 233 −0384 −0005 0231 0006

FH2P-C2H2 426 −0635 −0013 0232 0007

FH2P-C2HCH3 467 −0639 −0016 0041 0008

FH2P-C2H2Li 1005 −0657 −0035 0921 0007

FH2As-C2H2 662 −0681 −0020 0235 0010

FH2P-C2H4 683 −0638 −0016 0177 0006

FH2As-C2H4 1039 −0686 −0025 0180 0009
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the dispersion term to the electrostatic term, and then to the
induction term. A similar sequence is also found for the F
substituent in the electron acceptor.

Cooperative effect

We also optimized the π pnicogen bond dimer of FH2Y-C2H4

(Y0P and As) shown in Fig. 1 and then combined it with XH
(X0HO, NC, F) through a H···F hydrogen bond. Figure 3
shows the optimized structure of XH-FH2Y-C2H4 trimer. Its
energetic parameters are collected in Table 5. The total inter-
action energy varies from −7.42 kcal mol−1 in HOH-FH2P-
C2H4 trimer to −11.51 kcal mol−1 in FH-FH2As-C2H4 trimer.
The FH2As-C2H4 dimer is more stable than the FH2P-C2H4

dimer. This is similar to that in H3P-NH3 and H3As-NH3

dimers [53]. The hydrogen bond is stronger in XH-FH2As
dimer than in XH-FH2P one due to the smaller electronega-
tivity of As element.

One sees from Table 5 that the addition of the H···F
hydrogen bond to the FH2Y-C2H4 dimer leads to a stronger
π pnicogen bond. Similarly, the presence of the π pnicogen
bond strengthens the H···F hydrogen bond inXH-FH2Y di-
mer. The enhancement of the H···F hydrogen bond is larger
than that of the π pnicogen bond. The stronger π pnicogen
bond has a greater enhancing effect on itself and the H···F
hydrogen bond, while the stronger H···F hydrogen bond also
has a similar effect. This shows that the π pnicogen bond
can interplay with the H···F hydrogen bond. The cooperative
effect can be estimated with the cooperative energy. This
term is calculated to be the difference between the total
interaction energy in the trimer and the sum of the interac-
tion energies for the π pnicogen bond and H···F hydrogen
bond in the respective dimers. It is negative, indicating that
both interactions have a positive cooperative effect. This
value becomes larger for the stronger π pnicogen bond
and H···F hydrogen bond. This effect is smaller than that
between the halogen bond and hydrogen bond in H3N-XY-

HF (X, Y0F, Cl, Br) trimer [19]. A similar cooperative
effect is also found in XH-FH2Y-C2H2 (X0HO and F; Y0

P and As) and NCH-FH2As-C2H2 trimers shown in Table 5.
However, the NCH-FH2P-C2H2 trimer shows a cyclic struc-
ture (Fig. S1), which is different from the NCH-FH2P-C2H4

trimer. In this complex, the interaction energies of pnicogen
and hydrogen bonds are decreased and a positive coopera-
tive energy is thus found.

The cooperativity between the π pnicogen bond and
H···F hydrogen bond can also be reflected in the geometrical
and spectroscopic changes. Table 6 presents the binding
distances of the π pnicogen bond and H···F hydrogen bond
in the complexes as well as their changes in the trimers
relative to the dimers. Due to the stronger interaction, the
binding distance of the π pnicogen bond is shorter in
FH2As-C2H4 dimer than in FH2P-C2H4 dimer although the

Table 4 Energy decomposition (in kcal mol−1) in the ZH2P-C2HM
(Z0H, H3C, NC, F; M0H, CH3, Li), FH2As-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, and
FH2As-C2H4 dimers

Eelst Eexch Eind Edisp Eint
SAPT2

HH2P-C2H2 −364 658 −023 −312 −041

(H3C)H2P-C2H2 −218 345 −019 −244 −136

(NC)H2P-C2H2 −387 528 −059 −313 −231

FH2P-C2H2 −682 985 −117 −454 −268

FH2P-C2HCH3 −857 1264 −159 −592 −344

FH2P-C2H2Li −1803 2343 −431 −753 −644

FH2As-C2H2 −849 1241 −191 −594 −393

FH2P-C2H4 −972 1503 −189 −606 −265

FH2As-C2H4 −1250 1954 −333 −683 −311

Fig. 3 The optimized structures of XH-FH2Y-C2H4 (X0HO, NC, F;
Y0P and As) trimers
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As atom has a bigger atomic radius. The binding distance of
the H···F hydrogen bond is also consistent with the interac-
tion strength in the dimer. It can be seen that both types of
the binding distances are shorter in the trimers, indicating
that both interactions enhanced each other.

The change (Δr) of Y-F and X-H bond lengths are given
in Table 7. The associated Y-F bond is lengthened in XH-
FH2Y dimer, while the free one is also elongated in FH2Y-
C2H4 dimer. The elongation of Y-F bond is larger in the
former than in the latter. The ΔrY-F is 0.009 Å in FH2P-
C2H4 dimer and 0.015 Å in FH2As-C2H4 dimer. One can see
that theΔrY-F in the trimer is larger than the sum ofΔrY-F in
the respective dimers. For example, it is 0.028 Å in HOH-
FH2P-C2H4 trimer and the sum is 0.024 Å for HOH-FH2P
and FH2P-C2H4 dimers. This is because the Y-F bond elon-
gation is a combinative result of the π pnicogen bond and
H···F hydrogen bond in the trimers. The X-H bond is also
elongated in the trimer and dimer, and its elongation is also
larger in the trimer. The red shift of the respective bond
stretch frequency also shows a similar change.

The interaction energies of the π pnicogen bond and H···F
hydrogen bond in the trimers were decomposed into four
terms: electrostatic energy, exchanged energy, induction

energy, and dispersion energy. It can be seen from Table 8
that all terms are increased in the trimers relative to the
respective dimers. They have a larger increase in magnitude
in the π pnicogen bond than in the H···F hydrogen bond.
However, their increased percentage has some difference in
different trimers. For the π pnicogen bond, it increases in
order of dispersion energy<electrostatic energy<induction
energy. A similar order is also found for the hydrogen bond
in the H2O trimer. For the hydrogen bond in other trimers,
however, the electrostatic energy has the largest increased
percentage, followed by the induction energy, and the disper-
sion energy shows the smallest increased percentage. The
interaction of XH and F2HY results in an increase of the most
positive electrostatic potential on the Y atom surface given in
Table 2, indicating that the electrostatic interaction is impor-
tant in the enhancement of π pnicogen bond in the trimer.

Solvent effect

We selected FH2P-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, FH2As-C2H2, and
FH2As-C2H4 complexes as a model to study the solvent

Table 6 Binding distance of pnicogen bond (R1) and hydrogen bond
(R2) as well as their change (ΔR) in the XH-FH2Y-C2H4 (X0HO, NC,
F; Y0P and As) trimers All are in Å

R1 R2 ΔR1 ΔR2

HOH-FH2P-C2H4 2869(2915) 2004(2061) −0046 −0057

HOH-FH2As-C2H4 2851(2097) 1904(1960) −0056 −0056

NCH-FH2P-C2H4 2853 2070(2090) −0062 −0020

NCH-FH2As-C2H4 2834 1974(2014) −0073 −0040

FH-FH2P-C2H4 2823 1746(1793) −0092 −0047

FH-FH2As-C2H4 2799 1665(1716) −0108 −0051

Note: The data in the parentheses are from the respective dimer

Table 7 Change of Y-F and X-H bond lengths (Δr, Å) as well as shift
of Y-F and X-H stretch vibrations (Δv, cm-1) in the XH-FH2Y-C2H4

(X0HO, NC, F; Y0P and As) trimers

ΔrY-F ΔrX-H ΔvY-F ΔvX-H

HOH-FH2P-C2H4 0028(0015) 0003(0002) −72(−29) −29(−23)

HOH-FH2As-C2H4 0039(0016) 0006(0004) −72(−27) −38(−32)

NCH-FH2P-C2H4 0029(0013) 0002(0001) −76(−26) −39(−6)

NCH-FH2As-C2H4 0039(0015) 0005(0003) −72(−24) −84(−52)

FH-FH2P-C2H4 0040(0013) 0010(0007) −97(−26) −211(−158)

FH-FH2As-C2H4 0052(0024) 0015(0011) −94(−38) −328(−241)

Note: The data in the parentheses are from the respective XH-FH2Y
dimer The ΔrY-F is 0009 Å in FH2P-C2H4 dimer and 0015 Å in
FH2As-C2H4 dimer The ΔvY-F is -30 cm-1 in FH2P-C2H4 dimer and
-31 cm-1 in FH2As-C2H4 dimer

Table 5 Total interaction ener-
gy (ΔEtotal), interaction energies
of pnicogen bond (ΔE1) and
hydrogen bond (ΔE2), their in-
creased percentage (%ΔΔE),
and cooperative energy (Esyn) in
the XH-FH2Y-C2H4 (X0HO,
NC, F; Y0P and As) trimers All
are in kcal mol-1

Note: The data in the parenthe-
ses are from the respective dimer

ΔEtotal ΔE1 ΔE2 %ΔΔE1 %ΔΔE2 Esyn

HOH-FH2P-C2H4 −742 −455(−407) −337(−290) 118 162 −045

HOH-FH2As-C2H4 −889 −527(−460) −442(−370) 146 195 −059

NCH-FH2P-C2H4 −753 −496 −350(−265) 219 321 −081

NCH-FH2As-C2H4 −920 −574 −476(−357) 248 333 −103

FH-FH2P-C2H4 −923 −512 −522(−414) 258 262 −102

FH-FH2As-C2H4 −1151 −598 −715(−560) 300 277 −132

HOH-FH2P-C2H2 −696 −411(−362) −336 135 159 −044

HOH-FH2As-C2H2 −832 −470(−403) −439 166 186 −059

NCH-FH2P-C2H2 −741 −319 −177 −119 −332 089

NCH-FH2As-C2H2 −859 −511 −468 268 310 −099

FH-FH2P-C2H2 −863 −452 −505 249 220 −087

FH-FH2As-C2H2 −1075 −521 −688 293 229 −112
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effect on the π pnicogen bond. Calculations in solution were
performed via the standard polarizable continuum model
(PCM) [47] at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level in two media
with dielectric constants, 1.9 (heptane) and 4.9 (chloro-
form). The energetic, geometrical, and spectroscopic data
are collected in Table 9. With the increase of dielectric
constants, the binding distance is shorter, the elongation of
F-P and F-As bonds is larger, and the red shift of F-P and F-As
stretch vibrations is increased. These results show that the π
pnicogen bond becomes stronger in solvent. However, the
interaction energy in solution calculated with a similar method
like in gas phase is decreased with the increase of dielectric
constants. This is not consistent with the geometrical and

spectroscopic data in solution. Such inconsistency in solution
has been reported before [54]. Thus we calculated the inter-
action energy in solution by subtracting the energy sum of the
monomers from the energy of dimer with all of them frozen in
the geometry in solution. One sees from Table 9 that it
becomes more negative in solution although the change is
small, supporting the stronger π pnicogen bond in solvents.
Additionally, this can also be evidenced by the strength of the
π pnicogen bond in the HOH-FH2P-C2H4 and HOH-FH2As-
C2H4 trimers.

Conclusions

Quantum chemical calculations have been performed to
study the substitution, cooperative, and solvent effects on
the π pnicogen bond at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The
methyl group in the electron donor exhibits a bigger contri-
bution to the π pnicogen bond than that in the electron
acceptor. The electron-withdrawing group F in the electron
acceptor leads to a larger increase in the strength of π
pnicogen bond. A similar big enhancing effect is from the
Li group in the electron donor. The π pnicogen bond can
interplay with the hydrogen bond in the XH-FH2Y-C2H4

(X0HO, NC, F; Y0P and As) trimer and both types of
interactions enhanced each other. In solvent, the π pnicogen
bond is also strengthened. Although it has been shown that
trivalent phosphines are a common structural and enzymatic
element in inorganic systems [55–57], their interaction with
unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules might be important in
organic systems because they are often used to synthesize
some organophosphorous and organoarsenic compounds.
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Table 8 Energy decomposition
(in kcal mol-1) in the XH-FH2Y-
C2H4 (X0HO, NC, F; Y0P
and As) trimer

Note: The data in parentheses
are the difference between in the
trimer and in the dimer

type Eelst Eexch Eind Edisp Eint
SAPT2

X0HO Y0P P-bond −1108(−136) 1701(198) −238(−049) −657(−051) −304

H-bond −508(−075) 499(059) −104(−020) −202(−015) −315

X0HO Y0As P-bond −1462(−212) 2281(327) −444(−111) −753(−070) −378

H-bond −723(−120) 732(096) −161(−034) −254(−025) −405

X0NC Y0P P-bond −1160(−269) 1757(393) −268(−154) −674(−085) −345

H-bond −469(−138) 417(155) −099(−027) −204(−085) −354

X0NC Y0As P-bond −1519(−188) 2347(254) −487(−079) −768(−068) −427

H-bond −691(−174) 625(138) −148(−036) −261(−058) −474

X0F Y0P P-bond −1246(−274) 1891(388) −302(−113) −693(−087) −350

H-bond −829(−179) 799(138) −273(−052) −199(−024) −502

X0F Y0As P-bond −1649(−399) 2564(610) −559(−226) −795(−112) −439

H-bond −1183(−272) 1144(217) −392(−084) −254(−035) −685

Table 9 The interaction energy (ΔECP, kcal mol-1) corrected for
BSSE, binding distance (R, Å), change of P-F and As-F bond lengths
(Δr, Å), and frequency shift of P-F and As-F stretch vibrations (Δv,
cm-1) for FH2P-C2H2, FH2P-C2H4, FH2As-C2H2, and FH2As-C2H4

dimers in different media

Gas Heptane Chloroform

FH2P-C2H2 ΔECP −362 −368 −370

FH2P-C2H4 ΔECP −407 −417 −418

FH2As-C2H2 ΔECP −403 −413 −414

FH2As-C2H4 ΔECP −460 −474 −476

FH2P-C2H2 R 3017 3012 3011

FH2P-C2H4 R 2915 2093 2890

FH2As-C2H2 R 3013 2992 2972

FH2As-C2H4 R 2907 2873 2841

FH2P-C2H2 Δr 0007 0007 0008

FH2P-C2H4 Δr 0009 0011 0012

FH2As-C2H2 Δr 0011 0013 0015

FH2As-C2H4 Δr 0015 0019 0024

FH2P-C2H2 Δv −19 −21 −28

FH2P-C2H4 Δv −30 −38 −40

FH2As-C2H2 Δv −22 −26 −40

FH2As-C2H4 Δv −31 −39 −50
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